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CRSTT, DisTT, PRSVTT Joint Breakout Agenda
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Introductions
Review mission, goals and objectives for each Task Team
CRSTT: Work Products Review, Operations Use Cases
PRSVTT: Revised PMU Standard
DisTT: European Distribution Operators’ Perspective
Distribution PMU Use Case Survey
Train the Trainer Recap/Summary
Discussion: Synchrophasors for wildfire mitigation
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DisTT Mission Statement
The mission of the Distribution Task Team (DisTT) is to
foster the use and capabilities of networked PMUs at the
medium-voltage distribution level, beyond the substation.
This group will share information in support of effective
research, development and deployment of distribution
PMUs and their applications.
We aim to create a community to solve technical and
other challenges specific to distribution PMU technology
and context.
See www.naspi.org/distt

DisTT Activity Context
Over the past two years, DisTT has produced a White Paper, several Use
Case Papers, and updated priorities of use cases for synchrophasor data.
Of special interest:
• Fire Risk Mitigation (e.g., broken conductor, falling conductor)
• Load disaggregation on circuits with distributed generation
• Monitoring of distributed generation
• Distribution system state estimation & model validation
• Equipment health diagnostics (e.g., tap-changers, reactive compensation)
• Microgrid automation

DisTT Near Term Goal
Shift from academic to practitioner focus
Produce a well-researched, updated study to
• describe needs and priorities of transmission and distribution grid
operators that motivate use of time-synchronized measurements
• summarize opportunities and barriers as of today
• present a strategic vision for advancing the use of high-frequency
measurement data in distribution systems
• inform decisions to deploy available measurement technologies in a
way that addresses urgent needs of real-world practitioners
• support further development of the sensor hardware, data
visualization, and analytic software necessary to address the
identified needs.

DisTT Action Plan
Conduct a series of focused interviews with transmission and
distribution operators to
• clarify needs and priorities
• ascertain most important areas where time-synchronized
measurement data can have a major near-term impact
incl. Synchrophasor, Time-synchronized, and Point-on-wave data

Collect and synthesize responses
Delegate sections of study writing

European Distribution Operator Perspectives
Panos Moutis, Omid Alizadeh-Mousavi (DEPsys, Switzerland)
• Conducted a survey of European utilities
• Informed the development of GridEye platform
• Smart meter deployment in Europe: desire to use data for more
applications, but running into issues with data quality and ownership.
Trend toward wider-area grid monitoring solutions to meet use cases that
existing datasets cannot support.
• Applications of interest include power quality, DG, fault detection
• Use cases of interest and prioritization vary significantly depending on the
characteristics of the utility

DisTT Use Case Survey

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1MaHZ0U
1UaTIlsTeZ81lYv920GRYfmxs5k1cL383_Ttc/ed
it?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/document/d/
1hdzKBU3nazQDExYzV7z4Mp3DGYUXu
gE-LZplYFdsuqQ/edit?usp=sharing

Synchrophasors for Wildfire Mitigation:
Open Discussion

DisTT Contacts
Sascha von Meier, Adjunct Professor, Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, UC Berkeley: vonmeier@berkeley.edu
Dan Dietmeyer, Senior Engineer, System Protection and Control
Engineering, SDG&E: ddietmeyer@sdge.com
Teresa Carlon, NASPI: teresa.carlon@pnnl.gov
Next NASPI DisTT Conference Call
Tuesday Nov 26, 2019, 10 am PST / 1 pm EST

